Abstract
Introduction
Collaborative tagging systems [7] such as Delicious 1 and Bibsonomy 2 have emerged in recent years to become popular tools for organising information on the Web. These systems allow Web users to use tags in the form of freelychosen keywords to describe publicly available Web documents. The collaborative nature of these systems results in a continuously evolving categorisation scheme now commonly known as a folksonomy [20] .
While collaborative tagging offers many advantages over the use of controlled vocabularies in categorising documents [6, 13] , it also suffer from some limitations due to its unrestricted nature [7] . In particular, as users are free to use any terms or phrases as tags, a tag can be used to refer to several different concepts depending on the con-texts in which it is used [7, 21] . The fact that many tags are ambiguous has severely limited the effectiveness of collaborative tagging systems in describing document content and retrieving relevant documents for Web users. For example, when a user wants to retrieve documents about the city of San Francisco from Delicious by using the tag sf, documents about science fictions are also returned.
In order to understand the semantics of the tags, we need to know the contexts in which they are used. While a tag itself offers little information on this matter, its associations with other tags, users and documents in a folksonomy provide valuable clues for understanding its semantics. We discover in a preliminary study [2] that users are rather consistent in using a tag to represent a particular concept -if a user uses sf to represent 'San Francisco', he or she is less likely to use the same tag to represent other concepts such as 'science fiction'. Based on this observation, we believe that the collective user behaviour observed in a collaborative tagging system serves as an excellent source of information about the semantics of the tags. In this project, we attempt to analyse such user behaviour around ambiguous tags and investigate how clustering algorithms can be employed to disambiguate tags.
Background and Motivation
Tagging originates from the idea of using keywords to describe and index resources [12] . Collaborative tagging systems take this idea further by allowing general users to assign freely-chosen tags to Web resources. For example, one can post a bookmark of the homepage of BBC, http://www.bbc.co.uk/, to Delicious, and assign to it tags such as tv, media and sports. As tags of different users are aggregated, the tags form a kind of signature of the document which acts as an overall description of the page to be used in future retrieval.
Collaborative tagging systems have started to thrive and grow in number since late 2003 and early 2004 [8] . Col-laborative tagging is generally considered to have a number of advantages over traditional methods of organising information [13, 15] as evidently shown by its popularity among Web users and in different applications. In particular, the flexibility and freedom offered by these systems to Web users are what make them distinguishable from traditional systems which make use of predefined taxonomies. However, collaborative tagging also suffers from several limitations due largely to its unrestricted nature. Since vocabulary is uncontrolled, there is no way to make sure that a tag corresponds to a single well-defined concept.
There are attempts to contextualise tags -putting tags in appropriate contexts so that their meanings can be understood -by performing data mining techniques on folksonomies (e.g. [3, 16] ). Some projects also attempt to generate hierarchical structures or ontologies of tags from folksonomies (e.g. [18, 22] ). An important finding by Mika [14] is that the associations between tags are best captured when the social context in which these tags are used are considered. While the studies mentioned above focus on discovering significant associations between tags as a means of revealing the semantics of tags, the differences between tag associations in different contexts are seldom considered. For example, most proposed methods are unable to tell the differences between the tags associated with, for example, the tag sf when it is used in different contexts such as 'San Francisco' and 'science fiction'.
We believe a better framework for studying tag contextualisation is very much desirable. Firstly, this allows us to have a better understanding of the semantics of tags being used in a folksonomy, and gives us a clearer idea of how the tags are actually used in the system, as opposed to what the tags ought to mean. Secondly, by discovering related tags in different contexts, further methods can then be developed to facilitate browsing or retrieving resources in a collaborative tagging system by performing automatic classification of the resources. For example, by examining the tags associated with a bookmark, we can decide whether it is about 'San Francisco' or 'Science Fiction'.
Research Methodology
Our approach of solving the problem of tag ambiguity is by studying the collective user behaviour around the usage of the tags. Applying large scale clustering techniques and statistical analysis on folksonomies probably allows us to discover, for example, that sf is highly associated with california, bayarea, science and fiction. However, what we attempt to find out is, for example, that sf is highly associated with california and bayarea in one occasion and with science and fiction in another. We achieve this by putting the tags into the social contexts in which they are used.
Firstly, we adopt the network model of folksonomies commonly found in the literature (e.g. [9, 14] ). A folksonomy can be considered as a tripartite graph involving three disjoint sets of entities: users, tags and documents. Users are participants of the collaborative tagging system and they assign tags to documents which can be any kind of Web resources such as bookmarks in Delicious. Formally, a folksonomy is defined as follows.
where U is a set of users, T is a set of tags, D is a set of documents, and A ⊆ U × T × D is a set of annotations.
A is sometimes referred to as a set of taggings which represents the fact that a particular user u ∈ U has assigned a tag t ∈ T to a document d ∈ D. As we want to focus on a particular tag t ∈ T in the folksonomy F in order to understand its semantics, we can extract a subset B t of the folksonomy by restricting F to t: B t = (U t , D t , E), where
This is in fact a bipartite graph involving the sets of users and documents which are associated with the tag t, with U ∪ D as the set of vertices and E as the set of edges. The graph can be represented as a matrix A = {x ij }, where
Two different one-mode networks, one of documents and another of users, can be generated from this bipartite graph using matrix multiplication: X = A T A and Y = AA T . This process actually creates a similarity graph of documents (users) by calculating their pairwise similarity based on the users (documents) associated with them. The matrix X represents a network of documents to which some users have assigned the tag t. An edge in this network is actually weighted by the number of unique users who have assigned the tag to both of the documents on the two ends. On the other hand, Y represents a derived social network in which two users are connected by an edge if they have both assigned the tag on the same document.
By constructing these networks with respect to the tag t, we are in fact putting the tag into the social contexts in which it is used. If users are consistent in using the tag, or in other words if the users always use a tag to mean the same thing, then we should find different groups of closely connected documents in X, and different groups of closely connected users in Y, which correspond to the different contexts in which t is used. Moreover, graph clustering algorithms can be applied to automatically discover the different groups of documents or tags, generating a set of related tags to represent each of the contexts in which the tag t is used. In order to testify whether our assumption of user consistency in tag usage, we have conducted several preliminary experiments on data collected from Delicious.
Preliminary Study
The aim of this preliminary study [2] is to investigate whether our proposal of contextualising tags by analysing collective user behaviour is a valid one. In this study, we examine the networks of users and documents associated with the tag sf, and attempt to understand how the different contexts in which the tags are used can be identified. The tag is chosen because it is a popular tag and that it is observed to be used to represent multiple concepts in Delicious.
We construct the networks of documents and users using the method we have described in the previous section. When visualising the network using the KawadaKawai algorithm [10] , we observe two large groups of nodes which are highly connected within the groups and relatively loosely connected between them. We manually examine in particular the documents and classify them as either related to 'San Francisco' or 'science fiction' based on their content as well as the other tags assigned to them by the users. We discover that each of the groups corresponds to one of the two topics. In other words, the documents can be divided into two groups by considering only the pattern of usage of the tag by the users. This shows that users are mostly consistent when using the tag, otherwise documents about totally different topics will be connected to each other, resulting in a network with no distinguishable boundaries between groups of nodes.
To further investigate the effectiveness of our proposal, we also carry out experiments on several other ambiguous tags, such as bridge, opera and wine, by applying the greedy community-discovery algorithm based on the measure of modularity [4] to the networks obtained. Our experiments reveal that in each of the cases clusters of node can always be found. We try to understand what contexts the different clusters correspond to by extracting the most frequently used tags in the clusters, and they actually provide very clear indications of what the clusters are about. For example, for the tag opera we find tags such as browser, software and web in one cluster, and tags such as music, classical and art in another, suggesting that opera is used to refer to the Web browser as well as a kind of musical performance. Part of the results of these experiments can be found in [1] .
The preliminary study gives satisfactory and encouraging results, suggesting that the social contexts in which the tags are used have an important role in defining tag semantics. The following section describes how we are going to carry out evaluation of larger scale so as to investigate the effectiveness and limitations of the proposed method.
Method of Evaluation
While the proposed method gives promising results on several examples of ambiguous tags, we would like to further investigate its usefulness in a systematic way through evaluations of larger scale. In particular, we attempt to answer three research questions: (1) does social context provide better information for understand the semantics of tags than common document clustering techniques; (2) which network models best represent the associations between documents in the social context, and what kind of clustering algorithms is most suitable for the tasks; and (3) what is the most suitable representation of the contexts in which the tags are used.
In order to test the usefulness of the proposed method, we have collected data of more than 50 tags from Delicious, most of which are observed to be used in more than one context. We have also recruited users who are familiar with collaborative tagging systems to manually classify documents into different contexts so that we have references against which the results of an automatic algorithm can be compared. Performance measures such as precision, recall and other adopted measures of accuracy will be employed for evaluation.
To answer the research questions mentioned, we plan to carry out several experiments. Firstly, we will compare the performance of our proposed method with document clustering based wholly on keyword similarity, which will give us an idea of whether the social contexts are more useful in revealing the semantics of tags. This will be extended by using different clustering algorithms on the networks obtained. Analysis will be made to find out which algorithm and which values of parameters best suit the task. Furthermore, we will study how the different contexts revealed in the clustering process can be represented. A simple method would involve extracting the most frequently used tags in a cluster. More sophisticated methods such as identifying pairs of tags which are connected by edges with the largest weights can also be used.
In addition, our work is in principle similar to studies of document clustering. This is a problem quite extensively studied in the literature (e.g. [5, 19] ) and is also addressed by commercial systems such as Vivisimo [11] . 3 Most existing methods extract keywords from documents and calculate their similarity based on the keywords to obtain a set of clusters. Another area of studies relevant to our work is word sense discrimination, which is a sub-topic of word sense disambiguation [17] . Word sense discrimination attempts to determine if two tokens of a word correspond to the same sense or different senses. However, to the best of our knowledge, social contexts are not considered in dealing with these problems. Although it is very difficult to carry out quantitative comparison due to the lack of a golden standard, we will consider qualitative analysis of the differences between our method and the studies in the above two areas.
Conclusion
This paper outlines our research project in which we propose to perform tag contextualising using the collective user behaviour in a collaborative tagging system. Our preliminary study shows that the proposed method has the potential to be developed into a systematic way of revealing semantics of tags by putting them in appropriate social contexts. We envisage that the results of this project will open up several new research opportunities such as the application of folksonomies in information retrieval on the Web. For example, one application which we would very much like to look into is how the frequently used tags extracted by our method can be used to classify documents returned by search engines when an ambiguous keyword is used in a query. Finally, we believe this project is significant in enhancing our understanding of the dynamics in collaborative tagging systems and how tags are used by Web users.
